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>< -------------------------------------------------WHY WOULD YOU Browse THIS Reserve?>> Beginning with
a brief intro of Bitcoin and why categorised as as Digital Gold. Faster and cheaper payment

transactions, in fact employee payments can bedone not daily, but every second.>>
Cryptocurrency Bundle Book is now on SALE <* How Blockchain works, and why can't be hacked

·<<<----------------------------------------------WHY IS ALL OF THE HYPE?<>< The world largest Banks,
Financial Institutions, already produced their ownCryptocurrency, using Blockchain technology.!
Literally, there are thousands of fresh start-ups trading everyday intoblockchain, adopting to the

technology of the future!! BITCOIN IS THE Potential !!> Technology giants such as for example
Intel, Microsoft, Cisco Systems, Dell alreadyinvested in learning about Blockchain.Reserve 1 -

Blockchain for beginnersBook 2 - Advanced Information to BlockchainBook 3 - Bitcoin
BlueprintBook 4 - Bitcoin: Spend money on Digital Gold------------------------------------------------- ! Fin-
Tech Businesses realized that Smart agreements are changing the world ofdoing Business, Using
Blockchain platform.!< - I WANT TO GIVE YOU A HINT: A single Banking system can save between

8-15 Billion dollars each year,using Blockchain Terminating trusted third party services, and
replace them with mathematicalalgorithms, and digital signatures.> Better Data protection by

eliminating single point of failing. 100% Availability, using fully de-centralized peer-to-peer
network, Data willalways be accessible. Understanding a few of Blockchain technology is
definitely influencing the future of doing Business, thereforeinstead of fall behind, take

advantages today, and learn how to master
Blockchaintoday!---------------------------------------------------Book 1 - Blockchain

forbeginners--------------------------------------------------- In this book you will learn about: ·* Brief
background of finance, and it's revolution ·* What triggered the birth of the Blockchain ·* Who

have invented the Blockchain as well Bitcoin ·* Generic understanding of Bitcoin ·* Who are the
minersand what's is their responsibility ·* What is the distributed ledger program ·*
Understanding how each block gets created ·<* How Blockchain benefits business

purposes---------------------------------------------------Book 2 - Advanced Guideline to
Blockchain---------------------------------------------------Mastering Blockchain preview:* Fundamentals of

Bitcoin* Advantages of Peer-to-peer network* Hashing Fundamentals* ASCI Encoding*
Cryptography Overview* Digital Signatures* Logarithm basics* Diffie-Hellman Essential

Exchange* Elliptic Curve Cryptography* Encoding arbitrary data* Checksum Ideals* Vanity
addresses* The fantastic Ledger and it's really beauty* Validating blocks, and joining them to the

main chain* Platform assessment using Testnet* Understand Hardfork vs Softfork* What is
Segwit and how it fixes deal malleability* Understanding Lightning Network - aka the future of
payment system---------------------------------------------------BOOK 3 - Bitcoin Blueprint - Digital Gold
Explained---------------------------------------------------This book will take you by the hands and show

you, step-by-stage, how Digital Gold was created.> Furthermore, it requires a glance at why folks
are skeptical when it comes to Bitcoin, by examining the current market. Types of key individuals

who had an opportunity of getting know Bitcoin at its start. Pursuing by explaining the
distinctions between gambling and investing.Blockchain can revolutionize a wide variety of

businesses.
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Very informative I would recommend this reserve to all my relatives and buddies who remain
tdying to comprehend Bitcoin and the Blockchain technology. These books aren't worth your
time and effort. Buying this bundle might seem a discount but please don't become fooled by
the positive reviews. Bad books singly or in a bundle None of these books are good on their own
- poor English, rambling prose, mistakes. Learned a lot! A well-detailed guidebook. Superb
information. In these books I came across so much new and useful information regarding
Cryptocurrency. I enjoyed this publication and I am glad to add it to my library. Overall, it was
informative read. Interesting book I am thinking about Cryptocurrency and I bought this book to
get more information regarding this topic. Best book concerning this topic If you need
cryptocurrency reserve this is the best book for that and i understand many knowledge out of
this book amd i understand also how about bitcoin and ethorium and more . This manuscript
also described about Bitcoin & What I liked about this book is that it's written in the simple
vocabulary and easy to comprehend. Blockchain and how it revolution. I highly recommend this
guide for individuals who need such type of information. It really is very useful as for beginners
for masters. It really is well worth reading. There are 4 manuscripts in one book: Blockchain for
newbies, Mastering Blockchain, Bitcoin Blueprint, Bitcoin: Invest in Digital Gold... Great read. This
book comprehensively discussed the history of cryptocurrency. If you are thinking about Bitcoin
or other Cryptocurrency this is the book to read. Easy to follow and gain great insight in to the
new world of Cryptocurrency advancement. Great function and must read.
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